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P2P Networks 
The internet has changed significantly over the years. It has gone from a small network of                
experimental computers to a massive ecosystem of nodes communicating together. It would            
only make sense that some of these networks would be peer-to-peer, a paradigm that now               
makes up 15-20% of all web traffic. [1] 
 
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks are defined as those who exhibit three characteristics:           
self-organization, symmetric communications and distributed control. [2] They are popular as           
they allow for networks to quickly scale, running partly or completely from the users contributing               
content and/or bandwidth. P2P networks are able to build a resource-rich system by             
aggregating the resources of a large number of independent nodes that enables these systems              
to dwarf the capabilities of many centralized system for little cost. Many are centralized at some                
point (such as bittorrents trackers, which maintain lists of clients and downloadable files)             
however the majority of the work is done between client nodes. [3] 
 
Traditionally P2P networks have been typically used for file sharing applications, which enable             
peers to share digitized content such as general documents, audio, video, electronic books, etc.              
Recently, more advanced applications such as real-time conferences, online gaming, and media            
streaming have also been deployed over such networks. 
 
There are usually four different areas people research in P2P literature: search, security,             
storage, and applications. [4] We will primarily be looking into security and attacks on P2P               
Networks, which can be a major issue due to the decentralized nature of P2P Networks. 

P2P Background 
P2P Networks are used in many different applications, with different amounts of integration into              
the application, from just messaging to transferring large files.  
 
These networks do cause excess strain on ISP networks, primarily due to a higher amount of                
upstream bandwidth being used. Due to them increasing network strain and often transporting             
illegal content, ISP’s are incentivised to block this content. [5] This generates one of the largest                
sources of attacks on these networks, and when combined with other issues this means P2P               
networks need to be secure, and are often under or being attacked. 

Attacks on P2P Networks 
 
Since P2P systems inherently rely on the dependence of peers with each other, security 
implications arise from abusing the trust between peers. In a traditional client-server model, 
internal data need not be exposed to the client, but with P2P, some internals must be exposed 
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to fellow peers in the name of distributing the workload. Attackers can leverage this in 
compromising P2P networks. 

Packet dropping 
One way ISP’s fight P2P traffic is by dropping packets sent through ports commonly used in                
P2P applications using deep packet inspection (DPI). Although DPI can be done in a number of                
ways, it is most often done using string matching sometimes through physical hardware. One              
method, called bloom filters, are even able to do this without decreasing network throughput and               
without ever generating false negatives. This technology is not specific to P2P traffic, and is still                
being researched and worked on to prevent malicious packets from damaging the network. [6] 
 
P2P clients also fight ISPs by sending data through different ports, as many modern P2P               
applications can send data through port 80 or even choose them randomly. [7] Additionally              
clients often encrypt or obfuscate both the data and the header, so that the ISP is unable to                  
read what kind of data is being sent. [5] What’s notable here is that the encryption isn’t intended                  
to prevent anyone from reading the content, just strong enough to avoid the payload string               
matching done by ISP’s to target P2P traffic from clients such as bittorrent. 
 
There are more utilitarian options that have been researched for preventing dropping packets as              
well. Some research done by Choffnes and Bustamante involves reducing how much outgoing             
traffic that’s caused by the P2P client. They posit that by tracking which CDN’s each user uses,                 
they can guess the relative location of the peer, and exchange data to those who are closer                 
avoiding bottlenecks that occur during cross ISP traffic and lessening the load on ISP’s. In their                
proof of concept plugin Ono, it increased the likelihood traffic stayed in one automated system               
from ~10% to 33%. This takes a different approach to packet dropping, making their system               
more friendly to ISPs and reducing the likelihood they’ll continue to try and stop P2P traffic. [7] 
 
Packet dropping as a field however is not being researched as much anymore, due to the                
superior ability of P2P clients to hide P2P traffic, and most research has stopped since 2010. 
 

DoS/DDoS 
There are two main different ways people can try to take down these P2P networks; DoS and                 
DDoS. In a DoS (Denial of Service) attack, a single host tries to flood the network with requests                  
so that it becomes to congested to function and possibly crashes. In a DDoS, many different                
nodes start making requests in an attempt to damage certain nodes or even take down the                
entire network provided it’s small enough 
 
Currently the most commonly researched version is DDoS, however much of the research is              
from around 2010 and DoS are usually more common. One example of a DoS attack on a                 
Gnutella network involves a malicious node getting a central position within the network. Once              
it’s there, it’s able to recommend all queries to a certain node, even though the node doesn’t                 
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have the files requested in the query. Attacks like these can be limited, however require more                
rigorously constrained protocols. [8]  
 
Attacks like these are more easily executed on unstructured networks, one of two major              
paradigms in P2P architecture. The other of course being structured. Unstructured networks            
are especially hard to find attackers and even harder to stop attackers. By attacking an               
unstructured network you leave other items such as HTTP exploitation and query flooding as              
easy options for attackers to abuse and damage the network. [9] 
 
One of the most effective ways to try to prevent these kinds of attacks is by using firewalls/IP                  
filtering. Since you have a large number of nodes, expensive functions may be farmed out to                
keep the firewall up while additionally not revealing which nodes are hosting/doing a lot of the                
processing. These filters however do become a target, and some systems such as SOS              
(secure overlay services) recommend hosting them inside ISP’s, since their routers could more             
easily handle the large amount of traffic they may receive. It also provides a method of clear                 
communication between the target node and a confirmed user. [10] A wide array of options               
exist, however many of these solutions are in production and no longer being extensively              
researched. 
 
In some cases traffic from P2P networks can even be used to cause DDoS attacks against                
other nodes/servers. Due primarily to the spread of clients and potential number of TCP              
packets, one study found you could use set victim servers as bittorrent trackers (clients that               
re-route traffic) and use the proceeding flood of traffic to slow/take down the victim              
computer/server. [11] 
 

File Authenticity 
File authenticity is different than many other forms of attack, in that it’s compromising the               
integrity of the information, thus leaving the network intact but the contents worthless or              
dangerous for the user. The most common way this is tackled is by adding a key to each file, or                    
another level of redundancy. Some methods that include using a key are CRCs (cyclic              
redundancy checks), Hashing, MACs (message authentication codes), and digital signatures,          
however other, non-key-based methods are used. [12] The theme among these options is that              
you can decrypt and verify the key is still correct, thus suggesting the file is still correct as well. 
 
Other tricks such as oldest-document may be used, involving verifying the metadata with the              
new document to ensure it’s the same. Reputation and voting-based systems both rely on              
deciding some nodes to be more valuable than others. Expert-based systems usually rely on a               
governing-system to decide who is and is not trustworthy. [13] Lastly it is possible to keep a                 
central login server which significantly reduces the network costs and saves time, however this              
does force us to maintain a trusted server. [14] We also see a mixture of these as well.                  
Services such as the blockchain in bitcoin network's first use oldest-document and then verify              
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transactions using a voting-method to decide which transactions to onto the blockchain. The             
nodes who’ve downloaded the blockchain now act as an expert when determining which             
transactions actually happened and which were forged. 
 
File authenticity was largely based off of existing technology, thus a lot of the research in items                 
such as CRC and hashing has long since matured, and research specifically in P2P file               
authenticity has mostly died down. This is still an issue that could use better solutions however                
as many of the options listed above have issues, such as requiring some nodes to be more                 
important than others or are still manipulatable by ill intentioned nodes in the network. 
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Securing a P2P network 
 
P2P systems lack the tools available to a centralized administrator as in a client-server model. 
Thus, it can be much more difficult to implement security protections on a deployed P2P system. 
Moreover, the absence of a defensible border of a system means that it is hard to know friend 
from foe. We have discussed the security threats related to P2P networks. Now, we look at 
methods to securing these networks. 
 

Encryption 
Encryption is the process of creating a secure communication link between the two peers. This               
protects the sensitive information transiting the network from intermediate devices. By           
encrypting P2P traffic, the hope is that not only will the data be safely encrypted, but more                 
importantly, the P2P data stream is encrypted and not easily detectable. 
 
Historically there have been issues keeping private keys secret across P2P Networks since             
many clients will have to be able to use/view the keys. Encrypting files before swapping them                
isn't a reliable method to mask online activity, according to Internet security experts. Decryption              
keys are readily available, especially to experts whose jobs involve intercepting encrypted data             
that is part of file-swapping activities. Experts say it is quite common for investigators to trap                
encrypted files from peer-to-peer networks and determine the content. It’s in large part for this               
reason that few networks have strong encryption standards, and those that do are often related               
more towards messaging then file sharing. This said in many cases the encryption only has to                
act as obfuscation so the ISP can no longer match strings with banned strings in the header,                 
which could technically be done by scrambling any headers together. [5] 
 
Encryption is becoming more popular in messaging and media P2P networks, but with the help               
of some servers. Services such as skype use a strong 256 bit encryption, however are aided by                 
central servers that help begin the connection. [16] Areas such as these are newer, however               
are being build off of previous encryption knowledge and are not the cause of much research. 
 
Encryption is important for two reasons: it protects the data from people trying to read what’s                
being sent, and it protects against ISP’s dropping packets, usually using RIAA as an excuse to                
disallow bandwidth-heavy P2P traffic. [1] With the actual connection stream completely           
encrypted, it becomes much harder for the P2P traffic to be detected, and, thus, attacked,               
blocked, or throttled. A very good example of development in this arena is encrypted BitTorrent,               
which can encrypt both the header and the payload. Using only 60-80 bits for the cipher, the aim                  
is not to protect the data but instead to simply obfuscate the stream enough so that it is not                   
detectable without incurring much of a performance hit. Although it is still possible to detect               
encrypted BitTorrent streams using sophisticated methods based on pattern and timing of the             
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traffic, in practice, it is much harder to filter encrypted streams now.Encryption of P2P traffic               
seems to be picking up, as currently about 20% of BitTorrent traffic is encrypted. [17] 
 

Anonymity 
An anonymous P2P communication system is a peer-to-peer distributed application in which the 
nodes or participants are anonymous or pseudonymous. Anonymity of participants is usually 
achieved by special routing overlay networks that hide the physical location of each node from 
other participants. [18] 
 
The holy grail of anonymity is to not use the user's IP address, however from a practical 
standpoint this is impossible, as it has to be traceable from some point.  Most work and research 
in the area is done towards obfuscation, or making it difficult to track and catch P2P packets. 
[19]  In terms of masking the user's IP address in P2P networks, this can be tricky due to the 
decentralized nature of the network.  Stegtorrent encodes the packets and then has them sent 
in a non uniform order to a network of nodes who then discretely forward it to the requesting 
node.  Although this of course introduces a small delay, it does make it significantly harder to 
track and find torrent packets, protecting the people using the network. [20] 
 
Each node selects from what it can see of the network, a set of peers to act as mimics. Initial 
node discovery and subsequent network maintenance is based on a gossip model, where 
nodes share their view of the network. Mimics are selected randomly from the available nodes 
for security and balance, in some verifiable manner. Each node exchanges a constant rate of 
cover traffic of fixed size packets with its mimics using symmetric encryption. Symmetric keys 
are distributed using the relays’ public keys. Actual data can now be interwoven into the cover 
traffic without an observer detecting where a message originates. [21] 
 
To build a path, the sending node randomly selects a given number of mimics and wraps the 
message in an “onion” of symmetric keys from each node on the path. The sender passes the 
packet—outwardly indistinguishable from cover traffic—to the first node in the chain, which 
removes the outermost wrapper with its private key, and then sends it along to the next node. 
With the exception of the last node, each node in the chain is aware of the node before and 
after it in the chain, but has no way of telling where it is in the chain itself. That is, the node 
cannot tell if it is the first hop or the penultimate hop. The final node in the chain of mimics acts 
as the Network Address Translator for the transport layer, and sends the packet to its final 
destination through the Internet. This final node must know the content and destination, but has 
no information about the sender.  
 
Nodes store a record for the return path, so a reply from the Web host contacted can be 
received by the final node in the chain, rewrapped with its private key, and sent back to the 
penultimate hop. The message is then passed back through the chain, with each node adding 
another layer of encryption. The originating node can use the public keys of each node to 
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unwrap the layers and read the message. Since it is the only node to know the public keys of 
each hop along the path, the content is secure. [22] 
 
Due to many legal/tracking concerns, anonymity can be very important in P2P systems, 
although it creates some interesting problems.  Specifically introducing anonymity makes it 
difficult to track reputation and prevent harmful clients from easily clearing their reputation to 
start again. [23] 
 

Summary 
Security in P2P networks has been a major and significant issue, however it’s concern recently               
has been minimized. These networks are discriminated against by ISP’s and other content             
providers in ways other networks don’t experience, and have in turn been forced to create new                
and creative ways to avoid detection and being damaged or taken down. Over time, however,               
these methods have become standard as the field has matured and the amount of new               
research coming out on either end has begun to slow down. 
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